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TITLE: 
DMZ (de-militarized zone), the pervasive slang term for New York City as it exists in this story – a no man’s 
land in this near-future war. 
 
 
LOGLINE: 
Abandoned in a war-torn Manhattan, with a freshly dead boss and an open expense account, rookie 
photojournalist Matty Roth sets off to make his career.  Navigating the hostile streets and the even more 
hostile politics of the conflict, Roth struggles to maintain authenticity while walking the fine line between truth 
and spin. 
 
 
THEME: 
DMZ is an allegory for the last decade of war, of political adventurism, of cataclysmic social change and the 
rise of the individual voice in new media.  It’s what the 24-hour news media turned into post-9/11, with 
unprecedented corporate involvement and political spin, and the damage that was “done in our name” at the 
hands of the ones in power.  It’s also about the voice of youth, the “yes we can”’s prevailing in an alternate 
world when the sins mentioned above have come home and turned America into a war zone. 
 
Our main character, Matty Roth, is the viewer’s eyes and ears, the stereotypical all-American white guy, an 
avatar for our experience in exploring Manhattan suffering under a brutal and extended war.  Like virtually all 
of us, he has not experienced war firsthand, but he knows what it’s like to watch one on TV, and he, with the 
rest of the cast, puts this war into that context.  But not to deliver spin and soundbites and choreographed 
“embedded” moments, but rather to show not only how it suffers but also how it adapts and thrives. 
 
New York as the setting not only triggers immediate emotional comparisons to 9/11, but also evokes urban 
warfare in general (as opposed to a show like Jericho that shows a rural experience or 24 that is so L.A.-
specific), and can evoke a whole set of other comparisons, real world ones, from wars and conflicts in the 
Middle East to the Balkans to Northern Ireland, as well as natural disasters with socio-political undertones 
like Katrina.  New York City truly is a world city, with specific neighborhoods and enclaves and languages, 
and is full of instantly recognizable landmarks.  It’s the heart of America in so many ways, and to the rest of 
the world it’s a symbol of what human beings are capable of. 
 
And in DMZ we watch it simultaneously destroy and reinvent itself. 
 
 
THE WORLD / SET-UP: 
The war in DMZ is described as a “second American civil war”, and it is just that, but unlike the “first” one, 
this is not a textbook sort of conflict with a border and clearly defined objectives, men in uniform lining up to 
meet the enemy.  This, like so many 21st century wars, is a war of agenda and culture and ideas.  The 
uprising comes in response to a bloated national government spending too much time ansd money in police 
actions overseas, neglecting the needs of the citizens back home.  Imagine the Bush Administration left 
unchecked and extrapolated out a few more terms, and imagine the rural survivalist/nationalist movement 



getting its act together and extrapolating out in tandem.  This uprising, called The Free States of America 
(FSA) is not a standing army but rather citizens and cells scattered all over, growing like a virus.  By the time 
the official government (USA) redirects its armed forces back home, it’s too late to stop. 
 
Manhattan, being both an island and a crucial, symbolic piece of real estate, is fought over by both sides in a 
rare showing of massed armies – the FSA on the Jersey side and the USA on the Long Island side.  Neither 
is strong enough to occupy and defend the island, and since we are coming into this conflict many years 
after it started, the city exists in a sort of limbo, and the citizens left inside its borders, the ones too poor 
evacuate work on getting on with life.  The streets are rife with insurgent fighting, terrorist bombings, mortar 
and rocket attacks, plague, crime, nighttime raids by the two armies, kidnappings, sabotage... but at the 
same time sustainable agriculture, green technology, an eco- movement growing in the parks, public art 
projects both small and large, music scenes, pirate radio, household clinics, neighborhood collectives, 
charities, religions, babies, families, weddings, parties...  
 
The world does not exist outside the borders of the city.  The story IS the city, this unique front in the war, 
and there may be similar struggles being carried out in other cities or parts of the country, but the DMZ is 
NYC, and the story works best when its scope is kept micro like that. 
 
 
LOCATION DETAILS: 
We’ve already established that this is strictly New York, but where exactly?  In a huge city like Manhattan, 
one that is down to about 10-20% of its pre-war population, the people will migrate closer, finding safety and 
comfort in numbers, rather than living isolated, exposed to feral animals and street crazies.  I imagined the 
busiest parts of the city to be downtown, below 14th St and just north of Central Park... neighborhoods 
already strong in community and identity, with a large amount of smaller residential buildings.  Chinatown is 
an important part of the city (more on that later), and lower Broadway is a main passageway, an artery for 
people on foot, and a sprawling sort of bazaar, a black market open-air gallery (keep off the side streets!) 
 
 
TONE: 
I’ve said earlier that the viewer’s guide to the world is  Matty Roth, who is quite literally dropped into this 
situation and opts to try and make sense and find good in it, and find himself in the process, to do something 
that matters.  But he is not a trained journalist, he just wants to be one, and with the means at his disposal 
he files stories, blogger-ish man on the street observations, both ordinary and horrifying, touching and 
extraordinary, a little sarcastic and black-humor-bitter.  He is narrator, and his tone is conversational but 
sparse, stream of consciousness, twitter-style, the delivery style the digital world is helping us create. 
 

THE NORMALIZATION TALKS WERE THE FUCKING SCOURGE OF LOWER 
MANHATTAN.  DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE – ANY SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT ON THE 
GROUND ARE COMPLETELY MANUFACTURED. 
 
OLD-FASHIONED “SURGE” TACTICS.  SWARM A DOZEN SQUARE BLOCKS WITH 
TROOPS AND AIR COVER AND IT’S SUDDENLY THE SAFEST PLACE IN THE WORLD. 
 
THE NEXT DOZEN BLOCKS... 
 
...NOT SO MUCH. 

 
There is also Zee Hernandez, the female lead, who is an ideologically complex and unforgiving, and in a lot 
of ways is the human/spiritual embodiment of the DMZ.  When the city hurts, she hurts, when she grudgingly 
accepts Matty he gains acceptance from the locals, and so on.  There will be times when she takes point, 
narratively, and her voice contributes to the overall picture the viewers get: 
 

The fear was more than I thought I could bear, especially in those first hours.  There’s 
something completely terrifying about a silent city.  It’s hard to explain unless you’ve lived it. 
 
I began to feel like someone else.  A different person.  I actually became a new person on that 
day.  We all did – we were the abandoned, neglected, the left-for-dead residents of the 
greatest city on the planet. 
 
And I was here because I wanted to be here. 
 



I felt oddly proud of that. 
 
 
CHARACTERS: 
 
Matty Roth – 23, white, from an upper middle class house out on Long Island.  He’s avoided most of the 
war due to an influential father and a complete disinterest in the world of politics and current events.  He 
likes Xbox Live and ESPN.  When he is forced to accept an internship at Liberty News, he hopes “photo 
intern” means he can sit in a cubicle and surf the web as much as possible.  As a classic sort of disaffected 
‘everyman’ youth, he’s not been challenged or challenged himself, but the situation he is dropped into, 
literally, in the DMZ forces him to face the fact that... his life has no meaning.  Nothing is relevant to him and 
his biggest concerns are nothing compared to what residents of the city have to deal with on a hourly basis. 
 
The first person he meets in the DMZ is Zee Hernandez, and enjoys a strange sort of relationship with her... 
not initially sexual or flirtatious, but more of a desperate sort of emotional intimacy that comes out of shared 
adversity (although the physical stuff does happen eventually).  But he does have frequent encounters with 
other women, setting up a complicated but very real sort of love life, perfect for a 20-something guy living in 
New York City. 
 
 
Zee Hernandez – 26, a Colombian/Chinese girl from Queens, a true New Yorker, with all the cred and 
respect and skills that comes with that.  Her rep is impeccable – she is almost completely selfless, totally 
confident, funny, kind, and, when she needs it, able to completely armor herself emotionally.  She is a ex-
medical student, now volunteer medic, and runs a mobile clinic.  The weak link in her armor is a compulsion 
to help lost souls, like in Matty’s case, and risk being taken down herself when she her efforts fall short. 
 
She is one of the precious few who chose to stay in the city, who didn’t even bother trying to evacuate, 
choosing to stay behind and help the thousands of people she knew would be stuck there.   
 
 
Parco Delgado –  25, black. He is a community leader, a populist figure who challenges the system and 
runs for provisional mayor of the city.  But before all that he is just a guy from Washington Heights, an ex-
soldier turned sort-of street thug, the details of his past kept deliberately hazy.  To use references from The 
Wire, he is at first a Marlow, then an Avon, then a Stringer Bell, but he aspires to be much higher than that.  
His trajectory is essentially opposite that of Matty – he is the anti-Matty.  While Matty aspires to be relevant 
and accepted and respected by the people in the DMZ, Parco starts off with all of that and only dreams of 
transcending it all... to be part of the establishment. 
 
By the third season and with the help of Matty (and the fame that he’s accrued over these two years) he 
rallies the citizenry in a truly unprecedented way and overcomes a rigged election and lands himself in 
office.  He’s not a saint, however... he never was... but Matty is fully charmed by the man and loses all sense 
of impartiality and integrity and finds himself, eventually, helping Parco acquire a nuclear weapon. 
 
 
Eve Lindon – 24, white, a woman who grew up with Matty, or rather someone from his high school who he 
crushed on and she didn’t know he existed.  She is a petty officer for the US military, and is enlisted to try 
and “turn” Matty, to persuade him to use his unique position to further the war for the USA side.  And she 
does this sexually, early on, setting up an uncomfortable situation with Matty and Zee and herself.  This 
happens in Season One, and she pops up from time to time whenever the USA makes a play at Matty.. 
she’s the point of contact and Matty, while able to keep her at arm’s length a lot of the time, is never able to 
resist her completely. 
 
 
Viktor Ferguson – a veteran news journalist, an arrogant prick and Matty’s boss for all of 2 hours, before 
crashing into the DMZ and being taken captive by the FSA.  He is presumed dead until he pops up in the 
second half of Season One, in a hostage situation that Matty is tasked with negotiating. 
 
Viktor is equal parts Geraldo Rivera and Christopher HItchens. 50, grizzled white guy, reeks of booze. 
 
 
Wilson – intensely charismatic and entertaining, Wilson is initially introduced as a kooky neighbor of Matty’s, 
one who walks around in pajamas but always somehow manages to be in the know and protected and 



supplied... and is later revealed to be the “ghost protector of Chinatown”, an organized crime boss with an 
army of “grandsons” who sealed that neighborhood off early on in the war and keeps its inhabitants safe.  
He harbors ambitions of one day “owning the city” but has a genuine affection for Matty and Zee, despite 
being xenophobic and an isolationist. 
 
He’s ageless, but a best guess would put him at 45.  Chinese, with spiky white hair and a Chow Yun Fat 
swagger. 
 
 
Kelly Connolly – 30, white, a freelance reporter in the European mold, works for an independent company 
like Reuters or ITN, who sneaks into the DMZ for a period of time and falls in with Matty during the 
negotiations involving Viktor.  In addition to being Matty’s proper girlfriend for a stretch, she keeps him 
honest during this time, acting as a journalistic role model.  Eventually she dies, from a case of Too Much 
Empathy, basically, making a statement about the merits (or detriments) of strict journalistic integrity.  She is 
in her early thirties, Canadian or British, a Cate Blanchett type. 
 
 
Amina – one of the DMZ’s tragedies, Amina grew up in New York in the wake of 9/11 with a Middle Eastern 
name and family, struggling to stay sane as the city and system fell apart around her.  Matty meets her while 
undercover in some local terrorist cells that may or may not have a connection to Halliburton-esque 
Trustwell Inc.  In a distasteful effort to “save her”, Matty instead condemns her to an existence on the 
streets, unable to return to her community, and suffers under any number of local thugs and gang leaders.  
She’s 20, a pretty girl who scrapes by on what she can find to eat on the streets.   
 
 
 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
 
The Free States of America – the resistance, the rebels, the insurgents, you name the term.  They oppose 
the official government in almost every way, but don’t conform neatly to the “freedom fighter” image.  DMZ is 
a story where everyone exist in some state of gray... there are no absolute good or bad guys, and it is 
unclear if the FSA would be a preferable replacement were they to win the war and gain full control of the 
country.   
 
The FSA is run, locally, by a man known only as The Commander (40, white), who inserts himself from time 
to time in Matty’s life, usually in an attempt to manipulate or co-opt him (in this he is Eve Lindon’s 
counterpart).  He is a biker/hippie type, seems way too laid back to be running a revolution, but never seems 
to miss a step.   
 
 
Liberty News / The United States of America – Liberty News is essentially the Fox News stereotype, 
extrapolated out to the point where the line between them and the government blurs so much it’s barely 
there.  Liberty is the USA is Liberty.  They are the  propaganda arm of the military and, as it turns out, 
Matty’s employers.  They hired him, sent him in with Viktor, supply him with money and material support, 
and in return claim an exclusive on whatever stories he chooses to file.  They also censor him heavily. 
 
The series will also feature cutaways to news broadcasts from time to time, and these will be Liberty News 
bursts.  They are biased and obnoxious, very Big Brother, but are again a component in the larger narrative. 
 
 
Trustwell Inc. – a reconstruction and security company, a hybrid of Halliburton and Blackwater, employed 
by the USA but on the ground are pretty much looking out for their own interests.  Those interests being 
maintaining a situation that guarantees their continued employment.  In this they are not much better than 
terrorists, and Matty spends a lot of Season Two undercover in their ranks.  He ultimately does not take 
them down, and they remain in the DMZ as a sort of “third player”, and factor into each season in one way or 
another. 
 
Aside from all the cells that Trustwell plants around the city, there is Danzinger (45, white), the man who 
Matty finds himself dealing with from time to time.  A classic sort of black suit spook who’s “gone native” and 
clearly operates with a hell of a lot of leeway.  He’s dangerous and unpredictable. 
 



The Ghosts – a group of AWOL soldiers, from both sides, who guard and protect Central Park.  Eco-
warriors, animal lovers, vicious conservationists.  Matty meets them early on in Season One, and they 
reappear again, supplying the aforementioned nuclear bomb in a strange contradiction to their stated ideals.  
They are immensely popular in the comic book. 
 
 
 
MECHANICS / EPISODIC STRUCTURE 
DMZ’s ‘A’ story is Matty’s story, due to him being the “tour guide”, keeping the movement and story 
progression flowing in almost a documentary manner.  There will be cutaways to accompany the news 
broadcasts or to illustration parts of Matty’s narration, but he is driving this thing.  We learn things as Matty 
learns them. 
 
The ‘B’ story is Parco Delgado’s story, the anti-Matty experience, the DMZ from the inside, from that 
perspective of the neighborhood guy living in a different part of town.  The A story and the B story start off 
completely independent of each other, but the two narratives eventually meeting and blending together 
around Season Three.  
 
Episodes are an hour long, with additional content on the web.  These aren’t necessarily features or even 
full video, but rather “outtakes from Matty’s secret files” or something along those lines - images and text 
and background documentation that augments each week’s episode. 
 
Each season will have a large multi-episodic main storyline, which is broken up at sensible points with self-
contained, single-story episodes that move outside the borders of the main story and show us new 
characters, spotlight side characters, flash back to histories of some of the main players, or simply show us 
what else is happing in the city at this point in time.  In a world as dense as the DMZ, a thousand incredible 
things could be happening at any one time, and by showing some of them it not only can create suspense 
and in-season cliffhangers for the main story, but add to the overall story with rich additional story material.  
See further on down for examples.  
 
If possible, I would like a reportage/documentary feel to DMZ.  Not shaky Cloverfield style with handycams 
and Blair Witch moments, but more of an on-the-ground, “in the thick of it” feeling.  That the dangers are real 
and the city is scary and violence is sudden and jarring.  It should be dirty and up close and small scale.  I 
feel that what is scarier, if the DMZ is real, is not what an army twenty miles away is planning on doing, but 
that one of the guys standing a few feet away might blow himself up.  Random mortars exploding nearby, or 
is that smell a poison attack?  Tension, like that. 
 
 
 
FIVE-SEASON OVERVIEW: 
DMZ is grouped into seasons that have themes.  Season One is, broadly, the Warzone season.  Season 
Two is the Journalism season; Three is the Election season; Four is the WMD season; Five is the War 
season (which sounds funny, I know, but think of it as the End Of War season, when all hell must break 
loose before it can finally be all over).   
 
Season One deals with establishing Matty and Zee and Viktor, his mission into the DMZ and how/why he is 
first stranded, and then chooses to stay.  We get an overview of the war and the history behind it, who all the 
major players are.  We spend a few episodes exploring the city and the local characters, meeting The 
Ghosts, and seeing Matty’s wonder and fear turn cynical as he tries to file stories into Liberty News only to 
see them twisted around to suit their needs.  We follow Zee for an episode and see what a mobile medic 
does in this city.  Matty spends an episode frantically hunting down his press pass, something that is no 
doubt worth a lot on the street, and seeing some of the true underworld of the DMZ.  The second half of this 
season mostly deals with the Body Of A Journalist story, with the kidnapped Viktor and Matty caught in the 
middle of the perception war between the USA and the FSA, as each tries to turn him against the other.  
Enter Eve Lindon and The Commander, as well as Kelly Connolly.  Matty gets a sense of just what power 
things like truth and journalism can wield in a warzone, as well as tactics like blackmail and extortion and 
secret videotape.  At the end of this first season Matty saves the city from what looked like a brutal large 
scale invasion, and in doing so earns local trust and starts to feel like maybe he belongs there. 
 
 
Season Two sees Matty fully embracing the journalism in him, for better or for worse, and he recklessly 
goes undercover in a violent network of terrorist cells, hot on the trail of rumors that Trustwell is funding 



these guys.  If they can foment violence around the city while looking like they are working hard to stop it, 
they can guarantee their contracts and their mandate to operate in the city.  Good for business, good for 
long term plans to grab NYC real estate.  We meet Amina, who helps Matty achieve his goals of knocking 
Trustwell back a few pegs but she suffers as a result.  By the end of this arc Matty and Zee are a couple, 
finally impressing her with his commitment, and he gets his story to the media more or less intact.  His star is 
rising. 
 
The second half (preceded by a couple single episode stories) is the “Friendly Fire” story, a Rashomon-type 
account of a war crime that occurred early in the war, a massacre of innocents by scared and paranoid USA 
troops.  Matty does the legwork, interviewing soldiers involved, survivors of the incident, and gets the pulse 
of the city on the event.  Much of this is told in interview narration from the POV of a young soldier who was 
drafted in and sadly was complicit in all of this. The kid sees Matty as his salvation, that he will help get his 
story out there and that the truth will prevail.  But all Matty finds is layer upon layer of conflicting testimony 
and lies and cover-ups and ideology.   
 
The massacre is dubbed Day 204, and it’s a raw wound in the DMZ, even years after the fact.  There was 
never any investigation, never any closure.  As Matty’s investigation gets underway, a military tribunal 
begins proceedings to finally find out who’s guilty.  In the end, the young soldier is scapegoated in order to 
save the people at the upper levels, and Matty and Zee make a last ditch effort to calm the (now rioting) 
masses and save this poor kid’s life. 
 
 
Season Three is the rise of Parco Delgado and the elections in the DMZ.  We open on a big ceasefire 
negotiation being held in the city, all the major players and even a lot of the smaller ones, the local warlords.  
The USA, ever mindful of maintaining the moral high ground in this war (really, it’s all its got) offers to hold 
elections for a new leader of a provisional governing body in the DMZ, the first step towards a more 
permanent peace. 
 
As expected, the whole system is rigged.  The USA and the FSA have both paid off the local warlords to put 
their support behind certain candidates.  Parco Delgado crashes the talks, and announces himself an 
independent candidate, using a mock explosive to get everyone’s attention.  He’s a huge spoiler, and Matty 
is immediately attracted to his outsize personality, his intense charisma.  Parco, seeing a useful ally in Matty, 
pours on the charm.  Soon Matty is on Parco’s campaign staff. 
 
Despite political maneuverings, an assassination attempt, and an intense voter suppression movement 
(farmed out to Trustwell, who isn’t shy about executing U.N. observers and blowing up polling stations), 
Parco wins this election, Matty standing right at his side,  It’s a new day for the DMZ, or so it seems.  Parso 
is still largely an unknown, and his motives are deliberately left unclear to the audience. 
 
 
Season Four deals with the acquisition of the nuclear weapon and Parco using it as leverage to protect his 
city (and his grip on power).  This is also the Rise and Fall of Matty Roth, as his own power finally corrupts 
him and he turns into something of a modern day war lord, picking up a gun, losing Zee seemingly 
permanently, and ultimately betrays the trust of the people contributing indirectly to the death of innocents in 
a wedding party.   
 
He is at the absolute lowest point at the end of this season.  There is only one way to go now, and that’s up.  
Much like how we saw Matty at the very start of the series, he is viewed with suspicion and hostility by the 
local population and he has to work to get their trust and respect.  For all his sins, this can be good for Matty, 
as he know has the chance to do it right this time, to learn from past mistakes and make better, smarter, less 
selfish choices. 
 
 
Season Five sees the region of the brink of war, a hot war.  No more no-man’s-land – this time everyone is 
going big or going home, and the city suffers under intense war, Total War-style.  Matty is nothing, he is no 
one, and he has to use every tool in his disposal, and the help of his friends (the ones that will speak to him) 
to save the city and its people from annihilation.  The end of the series,  The Five Nations, sees a resurgent 
city in peacetime, not the unified metropolis it once was, but recovering and healing.  
 
 
 
OTHER EPISODIC IDEAS: 



The comic book series is full of short stories, self-contained narratives that can easily be adapted to flesh out 
these arcs... including the Amina story post-Matty, Zee’s friend Jamal Greene who is using 
progressive/green tech to build a series of sustainable communities in “dead” neighborhoods, what the hell 
bored soldiers are getting up to in Staten Island, the death of Kelly Connolly, the “origin” story of Zee, the 
“Battle For Broadway”, a Black Hawk Down-esque story that deals with the early days of he war before 
Matty arrived, the origin of The Ghosts, a Jonestown-style death cult in the city, the music and arts scenes, a 
world-famous DJ who sneaks into the city to record a record in an underground club, a reclusive art collector 
who raids the local museums and lives alone amongst the masters, a day in the life of a cab driver, the 
origin of Wilson and his grandsons, Matty’s history, etc.  These all contribute and enrich the world of DMZ. 
 
 
PILOT STORY: 
My thinking is that the pilot would adapt the first DMZ storyline as it appears in the comic, the “On The 
Ground” introduction.  Over a background of rapid fire news clips that set up the world of DMZ, Matty is 
plucked from his desk on his first day at work and hustled up to the roof.  With the war-ravaged NYC skyline 
in the background, he lifts off from Liberty news HQ in Queens, part of the Viktor Ferguson entourage, and 
heads into the city.  While en route, after signing a sheaf of legal paperwork that protects Liberty in the 
unlikely event of his death, one of the escort soldiers “briefs” Matty on what the city is REALLY like, all news 
hype aside.  His version is typical grunt, and doesn’t provide a clear or unbiased opinion any more than the 
official word out of Liberty. 
 
Insurgents track the copter, seeing it as a juicy target, and an ambush is waiting the instant it touches down.  
The military escort is taken out by snipers and Matty is wounded but alive.  Viktor, however, scurries back 
into the copter and forces the pilot to take off, leaving Matty behind.  But its barely over the rooftops before 
an RPG fells it, and it crashes a couple block away.  Dazed, Matty makes his way to the crash site, hoping 
for... a radio?  Someone alive?  Unsure, but it’s the only logical thing to do.  But the insurgents arrive before 
him and are already in the process of tearing the copter apart.  Matty passes out from blood loss and shock, 
sort of seeing Zee pull him to safety, but its hazy, like a dream. 
 
He wakes up in an abandoned Chinese takeout spot, his wounds tended to and food sitting next to him.  Zee 
is in fact real and she is rummaging through his bags looking for anything useful, claiming its payment for 
medical services rendered.  He is just anxious to get out of there, and phones in his location and is told to 
wait for the cavalry.  In the meantime he and Zee exchange sharp words... she sees him as nothing but a 
tool of the Liberty/USA monster.  He sees her as a probable terrorist, or at the very least an enemy of his 
side (unclear if he even knows what his side stands for... he is just reciting soundbites at this point).  She 
agrees to escort him to the rendezvous point since he stands no chance of making it on his own.  Everything 
about him screams “outsider”.  But in addition to the rescue copter, the USA also sends something to “clean” 
the crash site, to secure any sensitive data or equipment, to deny the enemy getting its hands on it.  That 
something is a bunker busting bomb, and it takes out a full block, people included.  Matty is horrified at the 
brutality of this... coming from his people!  He’s hesitant now to get on the rescue copter, unsure of anything, 
deciding to hold off until he can think it through, feel like he can trust his bosses.   
 
Zee takes the time to show him around the city a bit, seeing in him the potential and opportunity for the truth 
about the DMZ to be known... that they aren’t all desperate insurgents, that life is normalizing, that the 
people there don’t deserve the life they have or the labels applied to them.  Even if Matty is skeptical, he has 
the tools and the means.  Matty is impressed, awestruck at times, and with dreams of fame and money he 
makes the offer to Liberty:  they continue to fund and support him in return for the exclusive rights to his 
stories.  They quickly agree and assign him to ‘embed’ with a small invasion force coming ashore at the 
South Street Seaport, a recon mission.  It’s meant to be a puff piece. 
 
He obeys, but the lessons learned in this short time with Zee have made him skeptical, and when he refuses 
to play ball with the troops (“crop out the little bodies, Roth...”) he finds himself on the receiving end of 
brutality, and only manages to escape.  The pilot ends with him lost, more or less alone, and on the run in 
the DMZ, his future uncertain.   
 
 
THE B STORY / PARCO DELGADO: 
The world that Parco inhabits is not the same world that exists down by Matty and Zee.  The “wilds” of 
Washington Heights, to use a term coined by insensitive soldiers, is a shadow world. No less inhabited or 
important or vital, but it’s also termed “the forgotten population” due to economic and racial issues.  
Downtown has the action, the proximity to the bridges, the arts communities, the vegan restaurants, the 
landmarks, etc.  Uptown is simply overlooked. 



 
Parco lives on a quiet block.  The danger and violence up here is very real, but it comes in the form of wild 
animals, feral animals, street crazies, smugglers, arms traders, and local warlords.  The war itself, the actual 
conflict feels very far away.   The crime that exists here flourishes because of the social order breakdown 
that the war caused, but other than that the war doesn’t exist for Parco in the day-to-day sense.  And despite 
being only a few miles removed, the lack of public transport or safe streets makes it feel fifty miles removed. 
 
Paroc’s “war”, then, is the daily struggle... for food, fuel, warmth, safety, medicine, keeping his family intact, 
his neighbors friendly, forcing the negative elements out.  But he dreams of taking this to the next step, or 
rather several dozen steps beyond.  He doesn’t just want to protect his building, or his block.  Or his crew, or 
his neighborhood.  It’s the city, the one he was born in and plans to die in.  He wants to protect it, keep it 
safe, and rid it of the poisons.   
 
And so standing on his rooftop, on 168th St facing downtown at the far away buildings and the signs of war 
being waged, he dreams of finding a way downtown, through the maze of danger, of barricades, of 
insurgents and soldiers and media spin and political bullshit, and making them listen, forcing them to listen 
to what he has to say, to his ideas on how to fix what ails the city.  And, eventually, that way will become 
clear as day:  Matty Roth. 
 
 
 
 
“This statistic won’t lay down, take a number or stand in line” 
“America” by Sick Of It All 
 
 
 
 
-b 
 
 


